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Abstract—Social networking sites helps in developing virtual
communities for people to share their thoughts, interest activities
or to increase their horizon of camaraderie. Social networking
sites come under few of the most frequently browsed categories
websites in the world. Nevertheless Social Networking sites are
also vulnerable to various problems, threats and attacks such as
disclosure of information, identity thefts etc. Privacy practice in
social networking sites often come into sight, as information
sharing stands in conflict with the disclosure-related misuse. Face
book is one such most popular and widely used Social
Networking sites which have its own robust set of Privacy
mechanisms. Yet they are also prone to various privacy issues
and attacks. The impulse in this paper lies in proposing a novel
approach for improving the privacy among the social networking
sites .The article presents the issues by a novel approach based on
tagging and a model based technique based on generalized
Gaussian Mixture Model.

that, virus authors use this social networking medium as a base
and transmitting the virus among the groups [8]. Of late, Face
book scams shoot the news with the tremendous increase in the
number of fraud cases. This forced people rethink about the
privacy of their Face book profiles, and also confirmed that
several apps used in the Face book are being shared among the
unauthorized people.

Index Terms—Privacy; Social Network; Social Relevant
Groups; Generalized GMM, Tagging

Apart from the privacy issues, there are several other
issues, like user Profile leakage, leakage of information to third
parties and Profile cloning.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The recent advancements in technologies, in particular, the
internet technology, benefitted the users to share and view
useful information from across the globe. Thousands of clients
share their thoughts online through the social network
sites[1],[2],[3]. With the mammoth options available on Social
Networking sites, it creates a Virtual world for the users.
Social Networking sites go upwards because of all these
reasons. These technologies help to share the information by
the individuals and experts [4]. Methodologies were also
framed wherein interested groups can formulate a group and
each of the members within these groups can share and
communicate to each other and these groups are called specific
groups. The main advantage of these formation of groups is
that the most relevant information needed by a group members
can be retrieved from the members within the group or from
the specific designated groups[5][6]. This popularity resulted in
the formulation of social networking groups such as Twitter,
Orkut , Face book [7][8].
Today, fan page is one amongst the different groups
available in the social media, through this page important
conversation and interesting communications are broadcasted
among these groups. This fan page can be very much useful to
advertise a particular brand, the brand advertisements in Face
book dominate the Twitter and YouTube [1].This indirectly
resulted in privacy and secrecy concerns about misusing the
crucial information by internet users, one primary concern is

A. Privacy Issues in Social Media
There are several issues with regard to privacy, such as user
Anonymity, where the identity of a user is exposed by the
attacker and tries to
at victim‘s profile.
In DeAnonymization attack, the group member ship information is
hacked by the attackers and tries to send anonymous mails by
the attackers from the victims group. In the neighborhood
attack, the neighbors around the network try to attack the
victims. [5]

Several other issues, that are target towards the privacy,
include Spam mail attacks on Emails, Broad cast spam attacks,
context spam attacks, where the attackers attack the victims
sites, by sending several bulk mails.[5] . These are the factors
that cause problems with regard to the privacy among the
social networking sites.
It is therefore necessary to upgrade the present security
methods of the face book and explore the privacy
methodologies related to Social Networking Sites. In this
paper, we have analyzed the offered privacy methodologies for
the social networking sites, and in particular focused on the
De-Anonymization attack and propose some new privacy
model to strengthen the existing ones. To overcome these
disadvantages privacy preserving approach together with
network security approaches have been listed the literature
[9][10]. In most of these approaches the authors have
considered only about presenting the sensitive information and
very little work is reported about the sharing of the information
together with protection of the sensitive information.
In this article, we proceed to describe the methodology
wherein each of the group members within a group are
associated with a tag and for the efficient retrievals , the related
tag of the images are given as input to the Generalized
Gaussian Mixture Model for the experimentation purpose we
have considered dataset of Flicker.
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Each of the images in the dataset are subjected to
normalization varying the invariable rotation are overcome.
For this purpose the concept of Local Binary Pattern is used.
Each of the user registered within the group are given an id and
a code book is generated by summing up ids of all the
individuals within the group. This sum is considered as the
group code and with this as a tag, the images are retrieved. The
main advantage is that if an unauthorized person wants to
access the data from the group, the group id is to be
understood. Therefore by this methodology we can overcome
the fore said disadvantages. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 of the paper deals with probability density
function of the considered generalized GMM. In section 3 of
the paper the details of the dataset are considered and
presented. Section 4 of the paper deals with procedure of
normalization based on a Local Binary Pattern. In section 5 of
the paper the feature extraction is presented by using the
concepts of relevance score and tagging. The results derived
together with experimentation are presented in section 6. The
conclusion is highlighted in section 7 of the paper. The future
scope is presented in section 8 of the paper.
B. Related Work
Many authors have discussed about the issues of privacy in
social networks. Most of the works are based on using
Anonymization techniques (Zhou et.al(2008))[22],Encryption
based(Guha et.al(2008))[23], Optimization model base,
collaborative technique based(Blosser et.al(2008))[24], Kanonymity
and
sensitivity
based
approach(Ford
et.al(2009))[25],
Anonymized
graphs(Narayanan
et.al(2009))[26] access control model (Fong et.al(2009))[27].
Tang et.al(2010)[28] proposed a model using K-nearest
neighborhood along with EBB algorithm for utilizing the
privacy and the concepts of sub-graphs are considered by(Lan
et.al(2010))[29] and the concepts of friendship means have
been focused to ensure privacy and sending the sensitive
information to these links was proposed by Heathely
et.al(2013)[30].
In most of these models, the authors have proposed models
towards the usage of models based on K-anonymity, Ldiversity and the main disadvantages with these models is that
they are prone to be a loss of information also Anonymization
techniques failed to preserve the data based on dynamic
releases. Further to add the models based on distributed
approaches failed to uphold the privacy since preserving the
privacy in a network environment in these cases are most
sensible. To add most of the works proposed by the earlier
researches are subjected to model the privacy issues which
failed to overcome the attacks like homogeneity attack,
background knowledge attack, distance based attacks and
sensitive attacks. To overcome these advantages, the proposed
article presents a model varying the disadvantages cited about

can be overcome. Since it is a model based approach it holds
the issues of homogeneity since every group which is subjected
to the model presented in section 2 generates a unique PDF and
also the model is more robust since it has a shape parameter
and scale parameter which helps to model different sizes of
groups and generating unique PDF‘s to each of these proposed
groups. By varying the shape parameter and scale parameter,
the model can be further extended for partitioning the groups
into subsets where each subset can be a related or non-related.
II. GENERALIZED GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODEL
In this article Generalized Gaussian Mixture Model is used
to classify the images more appropriate basing on the
symmetry of distribution. The probability density function of
the Generalized Gaussian Mixture Model is presented in the
following equation
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Where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation and Γ
defines the General Gamma Variate.
III. DATASET CONSIDERED
To perform the experiment we have considered the Flick
database consisting of 25,000 images and each image is labeled
with a tag description with labels like nature, cigar, flora and
watch etc. Each image is coupled with a tag depiction; among
these images 450 have unique tags. The experimentation is
performed by taking into account 100 images, Query image is
considered with the size 100 x 100.
IV. LOCAL BINARY PATTERN
Local Binary Pattern is used to encode the relationship
between the reference pixels with its surrounding neighbors by
computing gray-level values. The Local Binary Pattern value is
computed by comparing gray-scale value with its
neighborhood.
P
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 p ( x) 
KL( p1 , p2 )   p1 ( x) log 1 dx
 p2 ( x) 

 (4)

Where ‗p1‘, ‗p2‘ are the two Probability Density Functions
VI. EXPERIMENTATION
In this model each of the users are identified basing on the
grouping interest. These related users are formatted into a
group by registering themselves with the data consisting of
their e-mail ids and the group interest is considered and is
tagged. These tags along with the e-mail ids are fused using
score level fusion, discussed in above section-5.1 and these
fused values are given as inputs to the model depicted in
section 2 of the paper. In order to transmit or communicate the
information among the groups, the authentication is to be
established. And for the identification of the relatedness, the
PDF‘s are compared using KL-divergence, proposed in
section-5.2 and the authentication users are allowed to
communicate and share the information.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article a new framework is proposed to uphold the
privacy issues by proposing the new methodology based on
Generalized Gaussian Mixture model. The methodology
developed helps in safeguarding the privacy of the information
shared among the groups, such that the users can share the data
with great deal of confidence. This method will be useful in
Social Networking Sites and in particular on the Face book.
VIII. FUTURE SCOPE

Fig. 1. Dataset considered from Flicker

V. FEATURE EXTRACTION
For mining the images effectively from the database,
Feature plays a crucial part. The features may perhaps be low
level features or high level features which can be correlation,
size, moments, histogram etc. Nevertheless, to retrieve the
images more successfully, these features are to be linked with
semantic understanding. The semantic interpretations aid to
mine the data by means of the semantic characteristics and also
lessen the semantic gap. These semantic traits are easily
understood by the users when compared to the low level
features which embrace contrast, symmetry, homogeneity and
uniformity.

In this paper, a methodology is presented to safe guard the
group user‘s information in the social networking media. This
paper address the methodology for overcoming the DeAnnomyzation attack, however , effective mechanism are to be
developed to overcome the other attacks , such as spam attack,
hijacker attack . Also, most of the data can be transmitted by
using the watermarking techniques. Therefore methods are to
be developed to overcome this issue.

A. Score Level Fusion
For efficient image retrievals, score level fusion is used, the
procedure operates on a Logical AND/ OR operation, where
the relevancy is indicated as ‗Y‘, and non-relevancy by ‗N‘.
B. KL-divergence
KL-divergence is used for the purpose to measure the
distance between two probability density functions. It is a nonsymmetric measure of the differences between two probability
distributions .It is also known as relative entropy and
information divergence.

Fig. 2. The proposed architecture
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